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Abstract
For a universal quantum computer, dierent quantum paths should start and
complete every stage of computation simultaneously so that the programs are
eective. A special case that all quantum paths arrive in the output state
simultaneously is necessary to halting problem. A scheme synchronizing all
quantum paths is outlined.
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Quantum computers are under extensive investigations encouraged by the ecient factor-
ing algorithm [1]. There had been several dierent kinds of models with the title \quantum
computers", but a general, fully quantum model for computation is the quantum general-
ization of Turing machine, the universal quantum computer (UQC) introduced by Deutsch
[2]. It was claimed that quantum physics and UQC, rather than classical physics and Tur-
ing machine, obey the Church-Turing hypothesis reformulated as a physical principle: Every
nitely realizable physical system can be perfectly simulated by a universal model computing
machine operating by nite means. A quantum computational network (QCN) generalized
from logic circuit was also discussed [3]. Both UQC and QCN compute with \quantum
parallelism" by unitarily transforming an input state to an output state. Like their classical
counterparts, QCN is related more closely to applications and experimental realizations and
can approximate arbitarily well UQC but it is incomplete as a theoretical model, while the
theory of UQC provides a complete model of computation within quantum theory. But
recently Myers pointed out that possible entanglement between halt qubit and other qubits
causes a diculty in halting problem [4]. As explained in this letter, improvements should be
made on his arguments, and the diculty in halting problem is a special consequence of lack
of guarantee of synchronization among dierent quantum paths, the meaning of which will
be clear later. The program cannot be eective without this synchronization. Fortunately,
this problem can be resolved by additional command in the program.
As the \quantization" of Turing machine, a UQC consists of a nite processor consisting
of N 2-state observables (qubits) n^ = fnig (i = 0;    ; N − 1), and an innite memory
(tape) consisting of an innite sequence of qubits m^ = fmig (i =    ;−1; 0; 1;   ), of
which only a nite portion is ever used. An additional observable x^ species the relative
position between the tape and the processor, or say the address of the head of the processor.
The state of a UQC is a unit vector in the Hilbert space H spanned by the basis states
jx; n; m > jx > jn > jm > jx > jn0; n1;    ; nN−1 > j    ;m−1;m0;m1;    >; (1)
where jx >, jn >, jm > are eigenvectors of x^, n^ and m^, respectively. The dynamics can
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be summarized by a constant unitary operator U on H, its nonzero matrix elements are
< x  1; n0;m0x;my 6=xjU jx; n;mx;my 6=x >, others are zero. Dierent U denes a dierent
quantum computer. A unitary transformation arbitrarily close to the desired one is realized
through successive operation of U, i.e.
jΨ(nT ) >= UnjΨ(0) >; (2)
where T is the time duration of one step, n is the number of time steps. The input infor-
mation including a program for the recursive function to be computed is contained in the
initial state jΨ(0) >.
To signal whether the computer has halted, Deutsch set aside one of the processor’s
qubits, say n^0, for this purpose. n0 is initialized to be 0 and set to be 1 by every valid
program when it terminates. It was declared that the observable n^0 can be measured without
spoiling the computation. However, Myers complained that the above scheme is valid only
if the initial state is a basis state, and that starting from a superposition of two basis states
which would halt after dierent steps, the halt qubit will entangle with the other qubits
within the intermidiate steps, therefore measurement of n^0 spoils the computation. It was
also claimed that because of the restriction on initial state, there is a conflict between being
universal and being \fully" quantum.
Several points should be claried. (a) What Deutsch considered as the initial state is




mj0; 0; m >; (3)
where both the number of nonzero m and the number of nonzero mi for each m with
nonzero m are nite, as required by Church-Turing principle. Therefore the term ‘basis
state’ used in [4] actually only represents the eigenstate of n^ and x^ as in (3) instead of the
real basis state (1). (b) For every recursive function, the corresponding program may be
encoded only in the memory which is generally a superposed state although the whole state
of the computer is an eigenstate of n^ and x, while the evolution of the whole state is a unitary
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transformation, therefore there is no conflict between Deutsch’s restriction on initial state
and the universality or Church-Turing principle within quantum theory. Whether it is \fully"
quantum is a problem of semantics. (c) No matter the state begins with the the real basis
state (1) or only eigenstate of x and n^ (3), generally it can evolve to a superposition of any
type. Hence regarding the possibility of entanglement between halt qubit and other qubits,
starting from (1) or (3) is not better than from a general state. (d) The halt qubit should
be changed to 1 simultaneously in all quantum paths, otherwise there can be entanglements
involving n^0 generally. It is the last point that is the key problem.
Unitarity of U indicates that the evolution of a basis state in a input superposed state
is the same as the evolution of this basis state alone as the input. Moreover, the dynamics
(2) rules out the possibility of identical transformation of the whole state. This is just the
reason why an additional qubit is needed for signaling halt. For the purpose of solving
halting problem, however, we may make identical transformation in some of the components
of the whole state to match dierent components in time so that the one-bit states of the
halt qubit n0 are set to j1 > simultaneously in dierent components. For example, similar
to the consideration of Myers, consider the initial state as jA > j0 > +jB > j0 >, where
j0 > is of the halt qubit, Myers specied jA > j0 > and jB > j0 > to be basis states
multiplied by coecients, here they need not necessarily be the basis states. The expected
output state of the computing qubits is jA0 > +jB0 >. But if jA > evolves to jA0 > after
NA steps while jB > evolves to jB0 > after NB steps and NB > NA, then after N steps
with NA < N < NB, the state is jA0 > j1 > +jB00 > j0 >. Now we make identical
transformation on jA0 > after NA steps till NB steps so that the state from NA to NB steps
is jA0 > j0 > +jB00 > j0 >, only after NB steps it becomes jA0 > j1 > +jB00 > j1 >. In this
way, halting problem can be resolved.
However, we have no opportunity to realize the above scheme since there is a severer
problem to be solved, when this problem is resolved, the halting problem will consequently
be also resolved. This problem lies in the program that eects a unitary transformation on
L qubits (L is arbitrary), arbitrarily close to any desired unitary transformation. Deutsch’s
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proof of the existence of such programs consists of (a) It is possible for the UQC to gener-
ate 2L-dimensional unitary transformations D, which are diagonal in the basis, arbitrarily
close to any transformation diagonal in that basis. (b) There exists a program 1L which
accurately evolves each L-bits state jΨ1L > to the basis state j01L > in which all L qubits
are zero. (c) Therefore an arbitrary 2L-dimensional transformation is accurately eected by
transforming the state into j01L > by executing 1L, then performing a diagonal unitary
transformation D on j01L > by multiplying it by the eigenvalue, and then executing 
−1
1L.
The existence of program 1L is proved inductively. Numbering the L qubits with 1 to
L, jΨ1L > can be written as
jΨ1L >= c0j01 > jΨ2L;0 > + c1j11 > jΨ2L;1 >; (4)
where jΨ2L;0 > and jΨ2L;1 > are states of the L − 1 qubits No. 2 to L given the one-bit
state of qubit No. 1 being j01 > or j11 >, respectively. We use j0i > and j1i > to denote the
one-bit state of the qubit No. i, while use j0ij > to denote the many-bits state of qubits No.
i to j, i.e. j0ij >= j0i > j0i+1 >    j0j >. By inductive hypothesis there exist programs
2L;0 and 2L;1 which accurately evolve jΨ2L;0 > and jΨ2L;0 > into (L− 1)-fold product
j02L >, respectively. Therefore (4) is accurately converted to
jΨ1L >= (c0j01 > + c1j11 >)j02L >; (5)
which can be evolved accurately to j01L > by a transformation of the qubit No. 1.
However, 2L;0 and 2L;1 should end simultaneously, so that the next scheduled oper-
ation can be done. But this is not automatically be ensured, as analyzed below.
The above proof outlines an explicit form of 1L of recursive nature, which can be
expressed as
1L = 1L(2L;0(1)(3L;0(1)(   L−1L;0(1)(L;0(1))
(L−1); (6)
where \)(L−1)" abbreviates L−1 successive \)", iL;0(1) represents programs iL;0 or iL;1
which evolve, respectively, jΨiL;0 > or jΨiL;1 > into j0iL >. jΨiL;0 > and jΨiL;1 >
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are states of the qubits No. i to L given the one-bit state of qubit No. i − 1 being j0i−1 >
and j1i−1 >, respectively. L;0 evolve jΨL;0(1) >, the one-bit states of qubit No. L given the
one-bit state of qubit No. L− 1 is j0L−1 > or j1L−1 >, respectively, to j0L >.
jΨ1L > is also of recursive form as indicated in (4) for an arbitrary L . It can be
understood that just because of this property the UQC is possible. Exlplicitly,
jΨ1L >= c0j01 > ( c00j02 > (   ( (c000j0L−1 > (c0000j0L > +c0001j1L >)
+ (c001j1L−1 > (c0010j0L > +c0011j1L) >)(L−2)
+ c01j12 > (   ( (c010j0L−1 > (c0100j0L > +c0101j1L >)
+ (c011j1L−1 > (c0110j0L > +c0111j1L >)(L−1)
+ c1j11 > ( c10j02 > (   ( (c100j0L−1 > (c1000j0L > +c1001j1L >)
+ (c101j1L−1 > (c1010j0L > +c1011j1L >)(L−2)
+ c11j12 > (   ( (c110j0L−1 > (c1100j0L > +c1101j1L >)
+ (c111j1L−1 > (c1110j0L > +c1111j1L >)(L−1);
(7)
where the subscript of the coecient before each one-bit state of qubit No. i species the
one-bit states of qubits No. 1 to i, \)(L−1)" represents L − 1 successive \)". The structure
of jΨ1L > may be seen more clearly by the example L = 3.
jΨ13 >= c0j01 > ( c00j02 > (c000j03 > +c001j13 >)
+ c01j12 > (c010j03 > +c011j13 >))
+ c1j11 > ( c10j02 > (c100j03 > +c101j13 >)
+ c11j12 > (c110j03 > +c111j13 >))
(8)
Specied in a top-down way, j1L > consists of 2L−1 \sub-programs" while iL consists
of 2L−i (i = L; L − 1;    ; 1) \sub-programs". The program eects in a bottom-up way.
First, 2L−1 sub-programs are executed, respectively, in the corresponding 2L−1 superposed
states, each of which is the superposition of two of the 2L basis states. In each of the
2L−1 superposed states, qubits No. 1 to L − 1 is in a product state while No. L is a
combination of j0L > and j1L >. The 2L−1 dierent combinations of j0L > and j1L > are
evolved, respectively, to j0L >. Suppose this is done, thus j0L > is factorized out and basis
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components merge to only 2L−1 ones. The next step is to evolve the one-bit states of qubit
No. L − 1 to j0L−1 >, respectively, in the 2L−2 dierent combinations j0L−1 > and j1L−1 >
by the 2L−2 sub-programs merged from 2L−1 ones. Thus j0L−1 > is factorized out and the
basis components merge into 2L−2 ones. Similar operations are made until the one-bit states
of qubit No. 2 become j02 > in all quantum paths and thus jΨ1L > evolves to (5), which
can be transformed by the program, the sub-programs of which are now merged into only
one, to j01L >.
It can be seen that severer than halting problem, though no measurement is involved,
synchronization is necessary at every stage of computation, i.e. every sub-program eecting
transformation of the one-bit states of the same qubits with dierent combinations should
begin and end simultaneously, any unsatisfactory makes the program ineective. For an
arbitrary L, the time steps needed to execute the 2L−1 sub-programs of 1L should be the
same. But if no additional command is made for such synchronization, the above analysis
shows that the program is not executable since the transformations needed to evolve dif-
ferent superposition of one-bit states to a particular one, say j0 >, are certainly dierent,
therefore mis-matches can happen at every stage before (5) is arrived in and actually happen
at the very beginning when 2L−1 superposed states of qubit No. L are under dierent trans-
formation to j0L >. The transformations on one-bit states are just equivalent to rotations
of unit vectors in dierent directions on a plane to a same direction.
Generally speaking, there is an upper bound of time to evolve any basis state to another,
say j01L >, for an arbitrary L. Hence the program can be given in such a way that identical
transformation is made in the path where j01L > has been arrived at until the upper bound
of time, just in the way similar to that given above for the halting problem. As has been
pointed out, the identical transformations are only made in particular paths, not for the
whole state. We can prove the induction of the existence of synchronization command for
L qubits from that for L − 1 based on Deutsch’s proof as follows. If there are programs
with synchronization command for L − 1 qubits, jΨ1L > can really evolve from Eq. (4)
to (5) through evolution of jΨ2L;0 > and jΨ2L;1 > arriving at j02L > simultaneously,
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and then (5) can be evolved to j01L > by transformation on the only one-bit superposed
state of qubit No. 1. Therefore the evolution from jΨ1L > to j01L > can be realized with
synchronization among dierent paths. The recursive nature of 1L and jΨ1L > makes
the scheme rather simple. By induction, giving the command of synchronization for L = 1
is sucient for achieving synchronization of L-qubit with an arbitrary L. The scheme is
that every transformation made by the sub-progams on the dierent one-bit states of a
same qubit is matched to the same time, say, the upper bound, by performing identical
transformation in each path in which the transformation needed is completed.
When synchronization is made in 1L, it is correspondingly ensured in the whole pro-
gram −11LD1L. Consequently, dierent paths arrive in the output state simultaneously,
a halt qubit can thus be added and changed from 0 to 1 simultaneously in all paths. The
possibility of entanglement between halt qubit and other qubits is excluded. Further, after
the synchronization of all quntum paths is ensured, the computation can indeed start with
any state, which may entangle processor and memory. Therefore Deutsch’s restriction on
the initial state becomes unnecessary.
The class of eective programs −11LD1L outlined by Deutsch is only a proof of ex-
istence, whether it is the only way is unclear. Furthermore, the special property of the
constant operator U of a UQC, composed of two parts, the processor and a memory, makes
it less general than general L-bits. But the the equivalence between concepts of computabil-
ity and recursiveness [5] leads us to the conclusion that dierent quantum paths should start
and complete every stage of computation simultaneously in a UQC, no matter whether the
program must take the form of −11LD1L. Even for special quantum computers which is
not universal and thus there may possibly be programs in which synchronization is unnec-
essary within sub-processes of computation, it is still required in halting, namely, dierent
quantum paths starting from the same or dierent basis states should arrive in the output
state simultaneously. In such a case, the program with synchronization command at every
stage of computation can resolve the halting problem even though synchronization is not
necessary at every stage. Of course, one can also achieve synchronization just before halt in
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the way given for the halting problem.
To summarize, Deutsch’s restriction on the initial state does not conflict universality
or Church-Turing principle within the framework of quantum theory, whether it is \fully"
quantum is a semantic problem. On the other hand, for an arbitrary L, the time needed
to evolve dierent basis states of L-qubits by a program 1L to j01L >, in which every
qubit is in j0 > state, should be made equal as required by the the eectiveness of the class
of programs outlined by Deutsch to eect a unitary transformation arbitrarily close to the
desired one. The program with command for this synchronization is proved to exist. Since
the program is eected in such a way that during the computation, the one-bit states of all
computing qubits in dierent basis states are transformed to j0 > one qubit by one qubit,
synchronization at every stage can be achieved by making identical transformation in each
quantum path where the transformation eecting on the qubit under operation is completed
till the upper bound of time of the transformations among dierent one-bit states. It is un-
clear whether the class of programs outlined by Deutsch is the only possibility, consequently
it is unclear whether the above scheme is the only way to achieve synchronization, but it
is certain that to be a universal quantum computer, synchronization of dierent quantum
paths at every stage of computation should be maintained. Halting problem, on the other
hand, requires that all paths arrive in the output state simultaneously and is thus naturally
resolved by executing the scheme of synchronization. After synchronization is ensured, the
initial state can indeed be any state. Finally, we remind that synchronization is purely a
quantum mechanical problem with no classical correspondence.
S.L. Braunstein and J.M. Myers are thanked for discussions on halt problem.
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